Data assimilation can help to ensure that model results remain realistic despite 12 potential errors in the model, parameters and inputs. The particle filter algorithm is a 13 generic data assimilation method developed for non-linear models with arbitrary 14 probability distributions describing the uncertainties of the system. In this study, we 15 test whether assimilation of snow depth observations using the particle filter 16 improves the results of a multi-layer energy-balance snow model, and compare the 17 results against a direct insertion method. Snow depth data are becoming 18 increasingly available whether by high-resolution laser scanning or economical sonic 19 sensors. At the field site Col de Porte in France, the particle filter reduces errors in 20 SWE, snowpack runoff and soil temperature when forcing the model with coarse 21 resolution reanalysis data, which is a typical input scenario for operational snowmelt 22 models. For those variables, the model performance after assimilation of snow 23 depths is similar to model performance when forcing with high quality, locally 24 observed input data. Using the particle filter, we could also estimate a snowfall 25 correction factor accurately at Col de Porte. The assimilation of snow depths also 26 improves forecasts with lead-times of, at least, seven days. At further forty sites in 27 Switzerland, the assimilation of snow depths in a model forced with numerical 28 weather prediction data reduces the root-mean-squared-error for SWE by 70% 29 compared to the a model without assimilation. The direct-insertion method shows 30 similar performance as the particle filter, but is likely to produce inconsistencies 31 between modelled variables and is increasingly difficult to implement as model 32 complexity raises. The particle filter, on the other hand, avoids those limitations 33 without loss of performance. The methods proposed in this study efficiently reduces 34 errors in snow simulations, seems applicable for different climatic and geographic 35 regions and are easy to deploy. 36 37 Key points: 38  Improved snow simulations by snow depth assimilation with particle filter 39  Possible to estimate gauge undercatch for snowfall using the particle filter 
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Introduction 48
Physically based snow models play an important role in applications such as flood 49 and avalanche forecasting [Brun et al., 1992; Zhao et al., 2009] . Data assimilation 50 methods can efficiently reduce errors in snow simulations arising from uncertainties 51 in, for example, the forcing data (e.g. Leisenring and Moradkhani [2011] ; Magnusson et 52 al. [2014] ). However, though data assimilation has been incorporated in many 53 simpler snow model applications (e.g. Brown et al. [2003] , Slater and Clark [2006] ), 54 data assimilation in multi-layer snow models is more challenging (e.g.
Andreadis and 55
Lettenmaier [2006] , Durand et al. [2009] ) and still has potential for improvements. 56
Reducing the uncertainty in predictions given by physically based snow models 57 would be valuable since the simpler models have limited use for flood forecasting in 58 situations that deviate from typical weather patterns or when conditions push the 59 limits of their assumptions (e.g. Kumar et al. [2013] ; Rössler et al. [2014] ). Additionally, 60 avalanche forecasting typically requires complex modelling platforms in order to 61 detail the snowpack layering that controls snow stability; simpler models often 62
Data from Col De Porte
We use a published dataset for the Col de Porte field site (45.30° N, 5.77° E) that is 129 located at an elevation of 1325m in France. The dataset is publically available and 130 described in detail by Morin et al. [2012] . This field site has long-term observations of 131 meteorological and validation variables necessary for detailed evaluations of snow 132 models (e.g. Essery et al. [2013] ; Magnusson et al. [2015] ; Wever et al. [2014] ). In this 133 study, we perform snow simulations for the period from 1994-10-01 to 2010-06-30. 134
Typically, the snow cover lasts from roughly December to April at Col de Porte and 135 mid-winter melt events are common. 136
Model input data -In situ meteorological data 137
The following meteorological variables required for input to snow models have been 138 recorded at a weather station directly at the site with an hourly resolution: air 139 temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, precipitation using a heated gauge, 140 incoming longwave and shortwave radiation. In the available dataset, precipitation 141 is divided into rain and undercatch-corrected snowfall (see Morin et al. [2012] for 142 details). The precipitation partitioning has been performed manually using auxiliary 143 information, foremost air temperature, snow depth and relative humidity. However, 144 in many applications the precipitation phase is determined from air temperature 145 alone, as manual corrections such as these require great effort and comprehensive 146 auxiliary data. Therefore, to mimic typical situations, we compute the precipitation 147 phase using air temperature, and compute total precipitation from the sum of rain-148 and snowfall. Additionally, for the particle filter, we can also generate an ensemble 149 of inputs to the model that preserves the physical consistency between precipitation 150 phase and air temperature with this approach. 151
We determined the fraction of snowfall, (unitless), from air temperature, T (°C), 152 and a threshold temperature, (°C), below which precipitation falls mainly as 153 snow:
where = ( − )/ . The parameter (°C) determines the temperature 155 range for mixed precipitation. See Kavetski and Kuczera [2007] for further details. 156
At Col de Porte, the ratio of snowfall to total precipitation shows that mixed 157 precipitation occurs in a temperature range from approximately -1.8 °C to 2.3 °C 158 (grey dots in Figure 1a) . We estimated the parameters of Equation 1 by minimizing 159 the sum of squared errors between simulated and observed snowfall ratio (see black 160 line in Figure 1a ). We also assessed the sensitivity of the estimated total snowfall 161 using Equation 1 by varying threshold temperature,
, and compared with the 162 total snowfall amount given in the publically available dataset (see Figure 1b ). This 163 analysis shows that at this site small differences in the threshold temperature can 164 produce large biases in the total snowfall estimates. 165
Model input data -SAFRAN reanalysis system 166
For Col de Porte, the same meteorological variables as recorded by the weather 167 station are also available with hourly resolution from an analysis system called 168 SAFRAN [Durand et al., 1993] . This system pragmatically mixes in situ 169 meteorological information, radiosondes and output from large-scale weather 170 prediction models to provide an optimal analysis within meteorologically 171 homogeneous areas ( to the elevation of the field locations using a fixed linear lapse rate (0.006°C/m for 210 both air and dew point temperature). Finally, using the air and dew point 211 temperature we computed elevation corrected relative humidity. 212
Data for assimilation and model evaluation 213
Every morning during winter, a field observer measures snow depth on a fixed 214 graded rod at the field sites. Additionally, snow depth and density measurements 215 are made in a pit close to the snow rod approximately every second week. In spite of 216 the close proximity of pit and rod measurements and the relatively low 217 heterogeneity typically found in flat, wind-sheltered locations, the adjacent depth 218 recordings sometimes exhibit differences. To avoid errors arising from such 219 differences in snow depth, we use the density measured in the snow pit and the 220 depth recorded using the rod to estimate SWE. We use the snow depth measurement 221 at the rod for assimilation, and the computed SWE for evaluation. 
264
The particle filter is a commonly used data assimilation technique that can handle 265 both non-linear models and all types of probability distributions. Below we give a 266 short description of the method, and follow the notation of Arulampalam et al. [2001] . 267
The particle filter originates from the sequential Bayesian estimation problem. The 268 first step in this estimation problem consists of the time-update using a state-space 269 model: 270
where f is the state function, h is the measurement function, x is the state vector, z is 271 the measurement vector, θ is the model parameters, u is the model inputs, v and n is 272 the process and measurement noise, and k is the time index. In our case, the snow 273 model running on an hourly time step is the state-space model. The states consists of 274 variables such as snow density and temperature of each individual snow layer, and 275 no observation operator is required since snow depth is a model output (see Essery et 276 al. [2013] for further details about the model state variables). The aim of the 277 sequential filtering problem is to find the posterior distribution ( | 1: ), which is 278 the conditional distribution of the current state given all available observations. Ifthis posterior distribution is available for the previous time step, we can compute the 280 prior probability density for the current time step as: 281
With Bayes´ law we can update this prior density using new observations: 282
The following equation gives the normalization constant: 283
For most models, we are not able to solve this problem analytically. We instead 284 approximate the posterior filter density ( | 1: ) using Monte Carlo samples: 285
where each sample, a so-called particle, with index has a weight . Here is the 286 number of particles, and (•) is the Dirac delta function. We compute the weights of 287 each particle using the following recursive relationship: 288
where ( | ) is the likelihood function, which is the probability density function of 289 the measurement error. To avoid filter degeneracy, we resample the particles if the 290 effective sample size: 291
(9) falls below a specified number of particles using residual resampling (see Douc et al. 292 [2005] for details about the resampling procedure). We vary the total number of 293 particles in some experiments (see sections 5.2 to 5.5), and therefore perform the 294 resampling step if the effective sample size falls below 80% of . After the 295 resampling step, we give all particles equal weight. In this study, snow depth 296 observations are available once a day and we consequently perform the update step 297 at the hour of the measurement. For further details about recursive Baysian 298 estimation and the particle filter in particular, see Arulampalam et al. [2001] . 299
Likelihood function

300
The uncertainties of snow depth measurements include both measurement errors 301 and representativeness errors of the point observations. Typically, snow depth 302 measurements have small errors (few centimeters), but their representativeness is 303 often poor due to large spatial variability of the snow cover. For the experiments in 304 this study, we define a likelihood function representing both types of errors as: 305
= max (0.10 , 5)
where is the normal probability distribution of the residuals between observed, , 306 and simulated, , snow depth in unit centimetres. We define the standard as proportionality constant in this study. For snow depths below 50 cm, we use a 311 fixed standard deviation of 5 cm. Note that the particle filter performance, as is the 312 case in most data assimilation schemes, strongly depends on the defined 313 uncertainties of the observations. 314
Particle generation
315
We generate particles by forcing the snow model with an ensemble (particles) of 316 input data subject to stochastic noise, either additive or multiplicative, applied each 317
hour. See the description below and Table 1 for details about how we generated the 318 particles. 319
Following Evensen [2003] , the time evolution of the errors for time k in the input 320 data can be represented as: 321
where is white noise with mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 1, and 322 determines the time decorrelation. We draw the initial error, 0 , from the standard 323 normal distribution. We can express using a time decorrelation length with the 324 following relationship: 325
where ∆ is the model time step. Finally, we can shift and scale the time series of 326 correlated noise to produce the desired mean and variance. Furthermore, we cantransform the normally distributed noise as specified above to lognormally 328 distributed noise using the following relationship: 329
where is the mean and is the standard deviation of the associated normal 330 distribution. and wind speed, the residuals between the observations and the SAFRAN data are 335 roughly symmetrically distributed. For those variables, we perturb the data using 336 additive noise generated as described above. To estimate the spread in the residuals 337 robustly, we use the median absolute deviation ( ) instead of the standard 338 deviation [Leys et al., 2013] : 339
where is the n observations. The constant b equals 1.4826 under the assumption of 340 normally distributed data, disregarding the influence introduced by eventual 341 outliers [Leys et al., 2013] . Note that for shortwave radiation, we only compute the 342 error statistics during daytime. For precipitation and wind speed, the ratio between 343 the in situ and SAFRAN data series approximately follows a lognormal distribution 344 during times when variables are respectively greater than 1 mm and 1 ms -1
. From the 345 logarithm of this ratio, we compute the parameter in Equation 13 again using the 346 MAD to avoid strong influence of outliers. Afterwards, we define the parameter in 347
Equation 13 so that the mean of the lognormal probability distribution equals one. 348 procedure. Note that we, following Charrois et al. [2015] , assume that the SAFRAN 350 data reproduces the timing of events accurately but not the amounts. Finally, for all 351 variables, we computed the lag-one autocorrelation, which equals in Equation 13, 352 from the residuals between the in situ and SAFRAN data. In Table 1, we present this  353 parameter as a time decorrelation length given by the relationship in Equation 13 . 354
In this study, we use the same methods and error statistics as presented above for 355 the SAFRAN data for representing the uncertainty in the COSMO input data at the 356 locations in Switzerland. This approach likely lowers the assimilation efficiency of 357 the particle filter method at the Swiss sites. 358
Note that we do not add any perturbations to, for example, the state variables. For 359 the results presented in section 5.1 to 5.5 and 5.8, the whole spread of the particles is 360 due to the perturbations of the forcing variables alone. 361
State and parameter estimation: assessing snowfall bias
362
Snow models are typically more sensitive to biases than random errors in the input 363 data [Raleigh et al., 2015] . The perturbations on the forcing data introduced above 364 represents random but not systematic errors in the inputs. Snow models, as are all 365 hydrological models, are most sensitive to biases in the precipitation inputs. Using 366 the particle filter, we perform a combined state and parameter estimation [Kantas et 367 al., 2015] to assess potential precipitation biases at the Col de Porte site (see section 368 5.6). We also use this method for reducing the influence of any biases in solid 369 precipitation in the results presented in section 5.7 and 5.9. 370
For snow models, the simulated peak in SWE is obviously very sensitive to biases in 371 snowfall rates. With the particle filter, it is possible to estimate such biases by 372 augmenting the state vector with a parameter, in this case a snowfall correction 373 factor, which we update along with the state variables. For snowfall, we assume a 374 multiplicative bias, with a uniform prior distribution having a range from -75 to300% following Raleigh et al. [2015] . To avoid degeneracy of the algorithm, we 376 introduce artificial dynamics at each time step on the snowfall correction factor, 377 (unitless), for each particle by adding normally distributed noise with mean equal 0 378 and variance equal to 1:
where is a scaling factor requiring tuning [Doucet et al., 2001] . In this study, we 380 chose the scaling factor to equal 0.005 by manual calibration until we achieve 381 satisfactory performance of the filter. 382
At Col de Porte, we can test the combined state and parameter estimation method in 383 detail since the data record is very long. Additionally, as validation, we can estimate 384 the bias in the snowfall rates given by the SAFRAN data using the in situ 385 observations. With this basic version of the particle filter algorithm, we could not 386 estimate the bias in any of the other forcing variables besides precipitation at Col de 387
Porte. Such failures of the algorithm may be due to compensating mechanisms 388 within the snow model. For example, the model may give similar results if a bias in 389 longwave radiation, either positive or negative, compensates for a systematic error 390 in solar radiation of the opposite sign. Thus, the filter cannot detect the correct 391 answer, which is the case where both forcing variables are unbiased, from the cases 392 where the errors in the input data cancel each other out. With a more sophisticated 393 version of the particle filter algorithm, which comes at higher computational cost, it 394 might be possible to estimate the bias in several of the forcing variables at once 395 [Kantas et al., 2015] . For estimating systematic errors in more than one forcing 396 variable, it might also be necessary to assimilate more variables (i.e. snow surface 397 temperature) than only snow depth.
In addition to the ensemble spread caused by the perturbations of the forcing 399 variables, the noise on the snowfall correction factor introduces additional spread in 400 the particles. This applies to the results presented in sections 5.6 to 5.7, and 5.9. After assimilation using the particle filter, the SAFRAN simulations closely follow 434 the observed snow depths (Figure 3a) . The simulated SWE also matches the 435 observations better than the deterministic run (Figure 3b ). For the spring snowmelt 436 period, the particle filter seems to improve the runoff simulations, however, runoff is 437 still underestimated in some situations (Figure 3c ). For soil temperature, the model 438 results match the observations better after snow disappearance in the filter 439 simulation than in the deterministic case (Figure 3d) . Thus, this example shows that 440 the assimilation of snow depths using the particle filter can improve the quality of 441 several modelled snowpack variables apart from snow depth itself and even for 442 variables of the soil column influenced by the snow cover. 443
Snow depth simulations at Col de Porte
444
Here we compare performance metrics under two contrasting input data situations. 445
The in situ dataset is of very high quality, typical of well-equipped research sites, 446 whereas the SAFRAN dataset better represents the situation for practical 447 applications. Over the complete study period, the deterministic simulation of snow 448 depth using SAFRAN input data shows 49% higher RMSE and 5% lower squared 449 correlation coefficient than the same simulation using in situ input (Figure 4) . The 450 particle filter efficiently reduces the errors for both input data cases, even for a smallnumber of particles. The performance of the filter seems to stabilize when using 452 more than 100 particles. For the simulations using 2000 particles, the RMSE for snow 453 depth decreases by 70% for the in situ simulations and 74% for the SAFRAN 454 simulations compared to the respective deterministic runs. For the particle filter, we 455 computed the RMSE using the best estimate of snow depth, which we obtained as 456 the weighted average of the ensemble members using the particle weights. The 457 correlation increases almost to one for both sets of input data. Our results show that 458 the model results, after applying the particle filter method, tracks the snow depth 459 development over the season closely. The direct insertion method replaces modelled 460 snow depth with measured values and thus reproduces the observations perfectly 461 (expect for snow depths lower than 10 cm; see description in section 4.3). 462
Snow water equivalent simulations at Col de Porte
463
For SWE, the deterministic simulations show approximately 96% higher RMSE and 464 14% lower squared correlation coefficient when using SAFRAN data as model input 465 instead of in situ data ( Figure 5) . Thus, the lower quality of the data obtained by the 466 SAFRAN system than observed by the weather station seems to have a larger impact 467 on SWE than snow depth simulations. The model runs using SAFRAN data typically 468 underestimate SWE (see example in Figure 2 ), and at the same time seems to 469 underestimate snow density, which leads to better results for snow depth than SWE. 470
For the SAFRAN data, the particle filter greatly reduces the errors. Similar as for 471 snow depth, the performance of the filter seems to stabilize when using more than 472 100 particles. For 2000 particles, the filter reduces RMSE by 62% for the simulations 473 using the SAFRAN data set, and by 13% for the model runs using in situ input data. 474
The correlation also improves for both input data sets when using the particle filter. 475
After applying the filter algorithm, the simulation results show almost equal 476 performance between the two forcing data sets.
For the SAFRAN dataset, direct insertion reduces the RMSE from 35 mm to 28 mm 478 compared to the particle filter (2000 particles), but shows the same squared 479 correlation coefficient. The small difference between the performance metrics for the 480 particle filter and direct insertion shows that both methods produces almost the 481 same best estimates for SWE. 482
Snowpack runoff simulations at Col de Porte
483
For snowpack runoff, the deterministic simulations show similar patterns in the 484 results as for snow depth and SWE (Figure 6 ). The deterministic run using SAFRAN 485 data shows 25% higher RMSE, 20% lower squared correlation coefficient, and 50% 486 higher volumetric error than the simulations using in situ data. We compute the 487 volumetric error from the ratio between simulated and observed total runoff for the 488 whole study period. For the SAFRAN data set, the number of particles influences the 489 results similarly as for snow depth and SWE; the performance of the simulations 490 steadily increases with number of particles. On the other hand, when forcing the 491 model with in situ data, the filter degrades the results slightly, in particular when 492 using fewer than 50 particles. However, for both input data cases, the volumetric 493 error decreases for the particle filter simulations, in particular for the SAFRAN runs. 494
Thus, for daily runoff predictions, the filter gives ambiguous results depending on 495 the quality of the input data. However, the reduction in volumetric error for both 496 input data cases indicates that for longer averaging periods the simulated snowpack 497 runoff becomes more accurate when using the data assimilation algorithm 498 independent of the forcing data quality. Furthermore, rainfall events are common at 499
Col de Porte even during winter. Approximately 30% of precipitation falls as rain 500 during periods with snow cover. Thus, improvements in the daily melt 501 computations may be masked by rainfall events, which the data assimilation 502 methods cannot improve upon. Finally, also note that the lysimeter measurements at 503
For the SAFRAN forcing data, direct insertion shows higher RMSE (~3%) and lower 506 squared correlation coefficient (~2%) than the particle filter method. The direct 507 insertion results underestimates runoff with approximately 15%, whereas the 508 corresponding value for the particle filter equals 10%. The volumetric errors are 509 influenced by the setup of direct insertion in our study, which adjusts the snow state 510 variables without corresponding changes in snowpack runoff (see section 5.9 for 511 further discussion about the direct insertion implementation). The particle filter 512 algorithm, on the other hand, maintains physical consistency between snow depth, 513 SWE and snowpack runoff. 514
Soil temperature simulations at Col de Porte
515
For soil temperature, the deterministic run using the SAFRAN input data shows 516 almost the same overall performance as the simulation using the in situ data (Figure  517 7). The RMSE is only 2% higher and the squared correlation coefficient is just 3% 518 lower for the SAFRAN simulation than the in situ run. The particle filter improves 519 the results for both input data cases. The number of particles do not influence the 520 performance of the filter strongly. For the SAFRAN dataset, direct insertion shows 521 slightly lower RSME (~4%) and higher squared correlation coefficient (~1%) than the 522 particle filter with 2000 ensemble members. We find that the improvement in 523 simulated soil temperature by applying the particle filter or direct insertion is less 524 clear than for snow depth and SWE. The predicted soil temperatures are mainly 525 influenced by the timing of seasonal snow coverage, which can differ between 526 snowpack simulations (compare Figure 2d and 3d ). This period is relatively short, 527 and can explain the rather small difference between the simulation results presented 528 in Figure 7 . However, for modelling permafrost, the timing of snow disappearance is 529 very important [Luetschg et al., 2008] . Thus, for such applications, the particle filter or 530 direct insertion can be a useful tool for improving the reliability of the results since 531 the method ensures a better simulation of the snowpack.
Parameter estimation at Col de Porte
The combined state and parameter updating using the particle filter provides an 534 estimate of the snowfall correction factor (see grey shaded area in Figure 8 ). The 535 filter algorithm narrows the parameter range towards the observed bias, estimated 536 from the ratio of observed weather station to SAFRAN predicted snowfall (see red 537 dashed line). We also computed the same ratio for each winter separately (see black 538 horizontal lines). In many winters, the estimated parameter value covers both the 539 long-term average and the value given for each winter. However, in some years, the 540 bias computed for the individual winters falls outside of this range. Three potential 541 reasons that the filter may be unable to track the observed values during these 542 winters are: 1) the observed bias is wrong, 2) the parameter estimation compensates 543 for additional model errors, or 3) the true parameter value is outside of the prior 544 range of the parameter. Nevertheless, the particle filter seems able to estimate the 545 snowfall correction factor robustly, and may after further testing, be a useful 546 approach for reducing the uncertainty in one of the most sensitive forcing variables 547 for snowpack simulations. 548
Predictive performance at Col de Porte
549
We assessed the predictive performance of the snow model in combination with the 550 particle filter and direct insertion for varying lead-times using the SAFRAN dataset 551 as forcing. To reduce the influence of any biases in the precipitation input data 552 during the forecasting period, we use the same setup for the particle filter as in the 553 combined state and parameter estimation experiment (see section 4.2). For snow 554 depth and SWE (Figure 9a and b) , we find that the RMSE is substantially lower for 555 both the particle filter and direct insertion than the error of the deterministic run for 556 the complete forecasting period. For snow depth, the error increases slightly with 557 lead-time for both data assimilation methods. Direct insertion gives slightly lower 558 errors than the particle filter for both snow depth and SWE. For snowpack runoffand soil temperature (Figure 9c and d) , the RMSE remains stable over the forecasting 560 period, even improving slightly with lead-time for snowpack runoff for both data 561 assimilation methods. Overall, the difference between the both data assimilation 562 methods is small. For all variables, the small changes in RMSE with lead-time 563 depends on the strong temporal autocorrelation of snowpack variables. Thus, 564 improvements of the snow simulations by the particle filter or direct insertion 565 remain visible for the complete forecasting period. 566
Results from field sites in Switzerland
As an independent test of the achievements reported from Col de Port, we ran the 568 same simulations for 40 field sites in Switzerland. The particle filter was run using 569 2000 ensemble members to avoid eventual filter degeneracy and with perturbations 570 representing random errors in the input data (see section 4.1). The particle filter 571 algorithm efficiently reduces the errors in simulated snow depth (Figure 10 , compare 572 panels a and b) and SWE (see panels d and e). The deterministic simulations 573 typically overestimate both variables, indicating biased input data. Note that for the 574 purpose of this test on the capabilities of data assimilation methods, a known 575 systematic cold bias in the temperature input data has not been corrected in pre-576 processing. The cold bias limits melt and increases the proportion of snowfall 577 relative to rain. At many of the stations, this bias likely causes the large 578 overestimation of snow depth and SWE (Figure 10a and d) . Although the presence of 579 systematic errors in several of the forcing data variables were not accounted for in 580 the perturbations, the particle filter still markedly improved model performance. 581
For snow depth, the particle filter reduces the RMSE by approximately 82%, whereas 582 the corresponding reduction in error for SWE equals 70%. The slightly lower 583 reduction of the latter variable can be due to the larger errors associated with 584 measured SWE than snow depth, as well as errors in simulated snow density. For 585 results (compare panels e and f in Figure 10 ). However, both data assimilation 587 methods reproduce observed SWE with almost the same squared correlation 588 coefficient. Obviously, for the assimilation of snow depths, whether using the 589 particle filter or direct insertion, it is critically important that the model simulate 590 snow density correctly. Thus, if using the data assimilation strategy proposed in this 591 study with another snow model, it is necessary to evaluate the ability of the model to 592 predict snow density reliably. We suggest to identify an appropriate snow model for 593 a specific region by using a multi-model framework such as that proposed by Essery 594 et al. [2013] and tested in Magnusson et al. [2015] . 595 5.9. Difference in behavior between direct insertion and particle filter
596
With the following simple example, we demonstrate contrasts in how the direct 597 insertion and particle filter methods handle different situations. These differences 598 are related to choices that must be made when using direct insertion that pre-599 determine how model dynamics are affected when assimilating data. In our 600 application, decreases of SWE introduced by direct insertion were removed from the 601 snowpack without contributing to runoff while increases of SWE took on the current 602 modeled density and temperature of the surface layer. The particle filter method, on 603 the other hand, inherently produces model states consistent with the introduced 604 changes and tends towards more conservative corrections since observations are not 605 considered error-free. 606 607 Figure 11 shows the simulation results from Col de Porte for the 2003/04 winter in 608 which the deterministic model under-predicts observed snow depths. For two 609 periods in early-and mid-winter (Period 1 and 2), snowfall events are followed by a 610 period of settling without pronounced melt. For both periods, the deterministic 611 simulations predict too slow settling, and direct insertion compensates for this 612 mismatch by removing snow (SWE decreases), whereas the particle filter favorsmethods produced similar runoff estimates matching the runoff observations well 615 for both periods. For direct insertion, the pre-determined decision to not have 616 removed snow contribute to runoff was correct in this case, but may lead to 617 erroneous results in other instances. In any case, predefined rules such as this 618 introduce physically incorrect changes in the model states (e.g. the violation of mass 619 conservation or a static density while the snow settles). The particle filter, on the 620 other hand, inherently keeps the physical relationship realistic between model states 621 and the assimilated data. For a third period in February (Period 3), the deterministic 622 run seems to over-estimate settling rates. In this case, direct insertion adds snow 623 even though observed depth decreases and SWE remains rather stable. The particle 624 filter does not need to match the observations exactly, and though the simulated 625 snow depths deviate slightly from the observations, the resultant SWE simulation is 626 more realistic. 627
628
In principle, we may be able improve the direct insertion method by using rules that 629 favor more realistic simulations. As an example, if observed snow depth is lower 630 than the simulated, we can compact the snowpack if air temperatures are below zero 631 degree Celsius, whereas removing snow and adding to runoff if air temperatures 632 favor melting conditions. But for the two first periods, introducing such a direct 633 insertion strategy would actually degrade the runoff simulations (Figure 11c ). This 634 demonstrates that implementing direct insertion is not straight forward, in particular 635 in conjunction with complex, multi-layer snow models, whereas the opposite is the 636 case for the particle filter method. 637 In this study, we show that the assimilation of daily snow depths using the particle 647 filter improves the results of a multi-layer energy-balance snow model. After 648 assimilation, the snow model closely tracks the observed snow depths, and greatly 649 improves estimates of SWE. For snowpack runoff, the assimilation algorithm does 650 improve simulated total runoff over the whole study period. For model-predicted 651 daily runoff dynamics, on the other hand, the performance measures do not indicate 652 a strong benefit from the assimilation of snow depths. Limitations of the snow model 653 to accurately compute daily snowmelt, rainfall driven runoff events or uncertainties 654 in the lysimeter observations may mask any improvements obtained by the 655 assimilation of snow depth for daily runoff. However, during some important 656 periods, for example close to melt-out, the assimilation of snow depths seems to 657 improve the runoff predictions (see Figure 3) . For soil temperature, the particle filter 658 improves the results mainly during spring due to a more accurate simulation of the 659 snow disappearance date. Thus, as observed for several variables, the assimilation of 660 snow depths improved simulated states and fluxes, including simulated properties 661 of the underlying soil column. 662
In many situations, snow models give poor results due to biases in the forcing data 663 [Raleigh et al., 2015] . With the particle filter algorithm, we could estimate biases in 664 snowfall rates using the snow depth data in a combined state and parameter 665 estimation experiment. In future studies, it might be worthwhile to test whether we 666 can estimate the bias in several forcing variables simultaneously using more 667 sophisticated data assimilation algorithms, or by assimilating several observed 668
properties simultaneously.
The assimilation of snow depths improved model results. While assimilation 670 improved model outcomes even when the model was forced with high quality in 671 situ measurements, relative improvements were greatest when the model was forced 672 with coarse resolution data, from either the SAFRAN system or a weather 673 forecasting model. For some variables, such as SWE, particle filter simulations forced 674 with poor quality data at times outperformed non-assimilated outcomes driven by 675 high quality input data. Thus, with inexpensive measurements of snow depth, a 676 coarse resolution meteorological model (e.g. from a weather forecast), and the 677 particle filter algorithm it is possible to produce results of comparable quality, or 678 even improve upon, simulations driven with data from very expensive field 679
installations. 680
For purposes of operational modelling and snowmelt forecasting it is particularly 681 noteworthy that the improvements of data assimilation for simulations based on 682 biased input data were not achieved at the expense of the model performance with 683 high quality input data. The quality of input data from a weather forecast is highly 684 variable and might be severely biased one day, but perfect for another day. In such a 685 setting, it is mandatory that data assimilation procedures are robust and can deal 686 with both scenarios. Also dynamic data assimilation, accounting for observed data in 687 hindcast and running on weather model data in forecast, would benefit from the 688 particle filter approach. 689
The particle filter and direct insertion method showed similar performance for 690 reproducing SWE, snowpack runoff and soil temperature. At first, the conceptually 691 simple direct insertion scheme seems like a more attractive method than the particle 692 filter. However, implementing direct insertion requires expert knowledge of the 693 model code. Thus, in practice, such methods can be difficult to implement because 694 they require a complete understanding of how the model works in order to 695 implement decisions about how to modify state variables in snow layers when 696 inserting a bulk measure such as snow depth. The particle filter is, on the other hand,typically very easy to implement with most snow models. More important, even 698 though the direct insertion method performed well, the scheme produced 699 inconsistencies between modelled variables and required subjective implementation 700 decisions. The particle filter, on the other hand, avoids those limitations without loss 701 of performance. Finally, the ensemble-based method will likely also be more robust 702
to errors in the model and observations data since it does not rely on the assumption 703 that those are error-free, which the direct insertion method does. 704
In a recent study, Margulis et al. [2015] 
